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NEW QUESTION: 1
What statement about the SSID is true?
A. The SSID must be included in an association request frame.
B. The SSID is a pseudo-random number assigned to each client
by an AP.
C. The SSID is an alphanumeric value assigned to
devicemanufacturers by the IEEE.
D. The SSID is a security session identifier used in RSNs.
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which sentences correctly describe the encrypted cache ?
A. The encrypted cache is stored in virtual memory. Its size is
limited by the device's RAM and erased each time user quits the
application.
B. The encrypted cache is stored in the device's native
storage. Its size is limited by the free space on a device

therefore large amounts of data can be stored.
C. HTML5 WebStorage is used for storing encrypted cache;
therefore the amount of data stored in it is limited to several
megabytes
D. The encrypted cache is stored on Worklight server. Its size
is limited by the free space in the Worklight server's
database; therefore large amounts of data can be stored
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to me exhibit.
Which two statements are true? (Choose two.)
A. VLAN segregation should be configured in Cisco UCS using pin
groups.
B. when I hear segregation I think PVLANS
C. VLAN segregation should be configured in Cisco UCS using
VLAN Manager.
D. Not sure about a single vNIC but the other option says two
NICS and service profiles use vNICS. Also you can configure
multiple vlans per VNIC and enable fabric failover for the
redundancy.
E. The Fabric Feature cannot be used in this topology under any
circumstances.
F. service profiles should contain two NICs per fabric, with
one trunking VLAN 100-150 and another trunking VLAN 200-250.
G. Service profiles should contain a single vNIC per fabric,
trunking VLAN 100-250.
H. VLAN segregation should be configured in Cisco UCS using
PVLANs.
Answer: E,H

NEW QUESTION: 4
A. Option D
B. Option C
C. Option B
D. Option A
Answer: B,C
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